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[1] A thermal infrared thermometer was used to record the
passage of hot gases and fragments across a measurement
area located at the exit of one of Yasur’s active vents.
Recording was completed over 2 h during September 2011.
A total of 200 explosive events were recorded. We define
two types of event: low-energy events with typical thermal
energies of 14 kJ and high-energy events with typical
thermal energies of 97 kJ. Around 180 low-energy events
were recorded, which together released 457 kJ of radiant
energy. In contrast, only 20 high-energy events were
recorded, but they released 2042 kJ. We suggest that
low-energy events originate from a relatively shallow,
degassed magma reservoir and are associated with bursting
of bubbles formed by bubble coalescence during ascent.
Instead, high-energy events originate from a relatively
deep, fresh magma reservoir and are associated with slugs
formed by foam collapse. Citation: Bani, P., A. J. L. Harris,
H. Shinohara, and F. Donnadieu (2013), Magma dynamics feeding
Yasur’s explosive activity observed using thermal infrared remote
sensing, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, 3830–3835, doi:10.1002/grl.50722.

1. Introduction

[2] Persistent degassing at an open conduit is often
accompanied by bursting of bubbles at the surface of the
magmatic column. This propels clouds of hot gas and
fragments into the atmosphere during extremely weak
explosive events, recently termed bursting [Gurioli et al.,
2008] so as to discriminate them from true Strombolian
events [Gurioli et al., 2013]. Although weak, this style
of repeated, regular, and persistent explosive activity is
very hazardous for close approach and excludes any in
situ (at-vent) measurement or sampling. However, the
active vent, through which hot fragments and gases exit
the magmatic conduit, is a study zone of utmost impor-
tance as it is the only point through which all magmatic
volatiles and particles associated with the explosive emis-
sion transit before undergoing profound thermal, physical,

and chemical changes. Thus, by targeting active vents,
studies can gain valuable insights into subsurface mag-
matic processes that drive the at-vent emission dynamics
[e.g., Ripepe et al., 2002; Gresta et al., 2004; Harris
and Ripepe, 2007a]. In this case, training an infrared
thermal sensor at the vent has proved extremely effective in
providing insights into conduit and plume dynamics during
explosive events [Ripepe and Harris, 2008; Harris et al.,
2008; Sahetapy-Engel et al., 2008]. Thus, to gain insights
into the conduit dynamics behind Yasur’s persistent
degassing and bursting activity [Bani and Lardy, 2007;
Oppenheimer et al., 2006;Metrich et al, 2011], we targeted
its most active vent with an infrared thermometer to record
the continuous thermal signal from the hot gases and
fragments ejected as incandescent jets.
[3] Yasur is one of the most active volcanoes in the

Vanuatu archipelago. It is a persistently active volcano,
where more than 200 years of activity have been recorded
since it was first described by Cook in 1774 [Beaglehole,
1961]. Despite its small edifice size (361m, above sea
level), it is a major source of volcanic degassing world-
wide, releasing 600–700 t d�1 of SO2 into the atmosphere
[Bani et al., 2012; Metrich et al., 2011; Bani and Lardy,
2007]. A recent study by Metrich et al. [2011] has
indicated that this continuous degassing has led to the
accumulation of 25 km3 of degassed and nonerupted
magma over the past thousand years. Steady intrusion of
this volume is considered responsible for the uplift of
Yenkahe resurgent block, which is estimated to have risen
150m over the last thousand years [Chen et al., 1995].
Yasur is located on the western part of this Yenkahe
block, and its crater currently hosts three active vents,
named A, B, and C (Figure 1). These vents are the source
of open vent degassing and recurrent explosions which
propel hot gases and fragments a few hundred meters
above the craters. In this work, thermal infrared recording
focused on vent B, this being the most active vent during
our observation period.

2. Methodology

[4] The thermal infrared survey was carried out in
September 2011 using a Land Minolta Cyclops 300. This
instrument measures radiance emitted between 8 and 14μm,
which is converted to a brightness temperature in the range
of�50°C to 1000°C with accuracy of ±1°C. The instrument
was positioned 200m SW from vent B and pointed just
above the active vent. At this distance, given the instru-
ment’s 1° field of view (FOV), measurement area was
9.6m2 and was filled by the vents’ discharge. During each
explosion, the thermal emission from the mixture of hot
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gases and fragments ascending through the FOV triggered a
positive thermal response. Between explosions, the instru-
ment also recorded background thermal emissions from
the presence of hot magma at a shallow level in the conduit,
discharge of hot gases, and subsequent heating of vent wall
rock. The thermometer output was sampled using a data
logger at the rate of 1 sample/s. Around 7200 data points
were recorded for an observation duration of 120min. To
retrieve the true kinetic temperature, correction is required
for atmospheric and emissivity effects (see Harris [2013]
for all technical and methodological details). However,
given that the ejecta is a mixture of hot gases and fragments
whose emissivity is difficult to calculate and may vary
considerably [Harris, 2013], we chose to focus on the
relative signal rather than attempt to convert to absolute
(kinetic temperature) values. Hence, we present our data in
terms of brightness temperatures which correspond to the
integrated thermal radiance for all thermal components
within the FOV.
[5] The radiant power flux, Qrad (in W), was estimated

using the Stefan-Boltzmann relation, i.e.,

Qrad ¼ AσT4

[6] where σ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant
(5.67 × 10�8Wm�2 K�4), T is the recorded temperature
(in K), and A is the FOV area. To estimate the total radiant
energy (Erad, in J) associated with each burst, we summed
all radiant power fluxes recorded during the event, i.e.,

Erad ¼ Aσ Ti
4–T0

4
� �

where T0 is the background temperature (this being the
temperature recorded just before the explosion), and Ti is
the ith temperature recorded.

3. Results

[7] Explosive events were recorded as around 200 peaks in
the 2 h long time series (Figure 2). Every peak corresponded
to an incandescent jet of hot gases and fragments from the
active vent, suggesting a continuous flow of bubbles in the
conduit with large bubbles bursting at a rate of 1–2 bursts/min.
This compares with 30–60 bursts/min at Stromboli [Harris
and Ripepe, 2007a] and ~9 bursts/min at Villarrica
[Gurioli et al., 2008]. The maximum brightness temperature

Figure 1. (a) Location of Vanuatu in the southwestern Pacific and the distribution of Vanuatu islands that host active
volcanoes (in grey). (b) Yasur, one of the most active volcanoes of Vanuatu, is located on the eastern part of Tanna Island
(c) and occupies the western portion of Yenkahe resurgent block (d) and hosts three active vents within its crater (e).
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recorded during the peaks (Tmax) varied between 358 and
630K. Background brightness temperatures between peaks
(Tback) fluctuated between 345 and 427K, so that the thermal
amplitude (= Tmax�Tback) fluctuated between 5 and 243K.
The duration of explosions varied between 3 and 11 s, and
the explosion onset phase (the time required to move from
Tback to Tmax) lasted between 1 and 4 s (Figure 3). The total
radiant energy for individual bursts fluctuated between
0.3 and 217 kJ (Figure 4).
[8] Twenty high-energy events are apparent from particu-

larly high values of Tmax (Figure 2). Among these 20 more vi-
olent explosions, 13 displayed double peaks (Figure 3).
Thus, more than half of the high-energy events comprised
two bursts separated by 2–7 s . Figure 4 shows a good corre-
lation between the total radiant energy of the eruptions and
the corresponding eruption onset. That is, the shorter the on-
set, the greater the radiant energy. According to Bani and
Lardy [2007], Yasur’s high-energy events fluctuate between
~1 event/h when the activity is at relatively low levels and
more than 20 events/h when the system is very active.
Thus, given 10 events/h, Yasur’s activity was in a phase of
moderate activity during our observations.

[9] After some explosive events, we recorded a decrease
in the thermal signal (Figure 2), with the brightness temper-
ature dipping well below the background level for 20–40 s
following the event. Two thirds of the high-energy events
recorded were followed by such a decrease. The time lag
between the eruption onset and the beginning of the drop
in thermal signal varied between 5 and 20 s. Such thermal
decreases have not been recorded during explosions at
Stromboli [e.g., Harris and Ripepe, 2007a, 2007b]. However,
they have been recorded after explosions at Santiaguito
due to obscuration of the hot source by cold ash
[Sahetapy-Engel et al., 2004]. However, low ash content
during even vigorous discharges at Yasur precludes occul-
tation by ash as the source of the thermal drop. Such drops
have been also recorded before, but not after, repeated gas
piston events at Pu’u ’O’o [Marchetti and Harris, 2008]
and at linked vents on Stromboli where the degassing vent
undergoes a decline synchronous with an explosion at the
second, linked, vent [Harris et al., 1996]. In this latter case,
the temperature decline may be a pressure effect that causes
the vent to suck in cold air during release of pressure at the
linked vent.

Figure 2. Two hours of continuous thermal record for Yasur’s B vent. Twenty high-energy events are marked by brightness
temperatures that strongly exceed the background thermal level. Around two thirds of the high-energy events were followed
by a thermal drop (td). The two zooms (a and b) highlight the waveforms recorded during low-energy events.
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4. Discussion

[10] We define two distinct groups of bursts. Group 1
events are minor bursts. These have an average thermal am-
plitude of 3.2K and a total radiant energy of 14 kJ. Group 2
events are high-energy bursts. These have a mean thermal
amplitude of 139K and an average total radiant energy of
97 kJ. Group 1 events made up a large majority (87%) of
the recorded events (Figure 4). However, the cumulative
radiant energy for Group 1 events over the recorded period
only reached 457 kJ, much lower than the 2042 kJ from the
20 high-energy events. These two groups are further differen-
tiated in Figure 4, where we plot the radiant energy versus
thermal amplitude. In addition to the strong correlation ob-
served between radiant energy and thermal amplitude,
Figure 4 indicates that minor bursts display thermal ampli-
tudes of less than 50K and radiant energies not greater than
12 kJ. It is thus evident that Yasur’s bursting activity is
sustained by two different magma dynamics. These may be
related to two degassing regimes: the background degassing
regime, maintained by the frequent bursting of relatively
small gas batches, and less frequent bursting of relatively
large gas batches (to feed the high-energy events). This dual
degassing system on Yasur was first highlighted in 2006 by
Oppenheimer et al. [2006] using open-path Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. They observed a much higher
SO2/HCl ratio (~30) during Yasur’s high-energy events, con-
trasting with a much lower ratio (~2) obtained during passive
degassing (and bursting). They concluded that there were
two main gas sources: one deeper and rich in CO2 and SO2

and the other shallow and supplying most of the HCl emitted.
Metrich et al. [2011] further constrained Yasur’s feeding sys-
tem and provided a model of its plumbing system that
suggested shallow emplacement of degassed magma
connected to a deeper undegassed basaltic-trachyandesite

magma that sustains Yasur’s eruptive activity. Our results
are therefore consistent with a model in which numerous mi-
nor low–radiant energy bursts are sourced from a shallow
magma reservoir, and the more violent high–radiant energy
bursts are sustained by the deeper source (i.e., deep-forming
bubbles). This situation is comparable to what was observed
on Stromboli with similar volcanic activity where slugs are
generated at 3 km deep [Burton et al., 2007]. However, in
contrast to this latter study two different techniques deployed
on Yasur, including an FTIR spectrometer [Oppenheimer
et al., 2006] and multigas instruments [Metrich et al., 2011]
both indicated steady CO2/SO2 ratios in the gas emissions,
despite the strong fluctuation in S/Cl ratios observed with
the FTIR. Thus, the deep source degassing regime on Yasur
has yet to be consistent with gas composition data. Kremers
et al. [2012] have recently suggested, based a combined
petrology, geochemistry, and rheology analyses of Yasur
eruptive products, that the frequent recurrence of weak and
short events may favor longer residency of most of the
shallow magma, thereby inducing crystallization and a higher
magma oxidation state, while the less frequent and stronger
events incorporating larger volumes of more shallow magma
may shorten the overall residency of magma in the shallow
conduit. This is consistent with our findings that the high–
radiant energy bursts, although less frequent, remove 80% of
the total thermal energy lost from the system during explosive
events, which during our recording period was 2500 kJ.
[11] The magma dynamics beneath systems active with

Strombolian activity has been explained by two models: a
“collapsing foam model” and a “rise speed–dependent
model” [e.g., Parfitt, 2004]. The first model suggests that
bubbles accumulate to form a foam layer. Collapse of the
foam produces a large gas pocket or slug of gas that rises
up the conduit, bursting at the surface as a Strombolian event
[Jaupart and Vergniolle, 1988; Vergniolle and Jaupart, 1990;

Figure 3. Typical thermal signals recorded during high-energy events: (i) double peaks (Expl. 2) and (ii) single peak (Expl. 3).
Note the thermal drop following Expl. 3.
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Vergniolle et al., 2004]. In the second model, Strombolian
eruptions are assumed to result from bubble coalescence.
When bubbles are formed in the melt, they grow by diffusion
and decompression. They then rise through the magma. Larger
bubbles rise faster than smaller bubbles and are thus able to
coalesce with smaller bubbles that they intercept on their
way. This process can lead to the formation of huge bubbles
that sustain Strombolian bursts [Oppenheimer et al., 2006;
Parfitt, 2004]. The magma dynamics that feeds Yasur’s
bursting activity may combine these two models.
[12] If we assume that radiant energy carried by each burst

is proportional to bubble size, then the wide range of radiant
energy from ~20 to 220 kJ (Figure 4) suggests arrival at the
surface of different sized bubbles. Further, the arrival of
larger bubbles is not random but tends to occur in clusters
separated by a 5–30min hiatus (Figure 5), and in general,
the first burst of each group has (in most cases) the highest
energy. Although longer time series data are necessary to

draw robust conclusions, we suggest that these bursts are
fed by foam layer collapse, where the hiatus is the time
required to regenerate the foam. The quiescent periods
between high-energy event clusters are still characterized
by frequent bubble bursting, albeit of much lower energy.
We suggest that this steady flux is fed by a continuous supply
of gas from the shallow source, where bubbles organize
themselves following the rise speed–dependent model.
[13] Our measurements also indicate that the occurrence of

deep-forming bubbles did not have any significant influence
on the occurrence of minor bursts, suggesting limited inter-
ference on the dynamics of the shallow reservoir. However,
as depicted in Figure 5, deep-forming bubbles appear to play
a role in the short decreases in the degassing rate, magma
level, or pressurization in the conduit. That is, their arrival
is followed by a temperature decline that can be explained
by a decline in degassing [Harris and Ripepe, 2007a],
magma level [Harris and Stevenson, 1997], and/or sucking
of air [e.g. Harris et al., 1996]. A simple explanation is that
the arrival of large bubbles increases the volume of the gas-
magma mixture in the conduit and subsequently increases
the magma level in the conduit (Figure 6). The loss of volume
during bubble burst results in a drop in magma level, depres-
surization, and sucking.

5. Conclusion

[14] Continuous thermal infrared measurements of explo-
sive emissions at an active vent can be a valuable comple-
mentary approach to investigate the magma dynamics that
feed the activity. Two magma degassing regimes beneath
Yasur are very well defined. We suggest that deep-forming
bubbles likely sustain high-energy bursts that comprise
13% of events but account for 80% of the thermal energy
carried by explosive emissions. Low-energy events originating
from a shallower magma reservoir account for 87% of the

Figure 5. Changes in the background temperature follow-
ing bursts. The occurrence of high-energy clusters (G1–G5)
tends to increase background temperature. Note the strong
drop in background temperature at around 6:34 with no asso-
ciated explosion, which may probably have been enhanced
by eruptive discharge on vent A or C.

Figure 4. Radiant power output from Yasur’s B vent.
(a) Number of bursts and their corresponding radiant energy
and thermal amplitude. The percentage of events per group is
indicated. (b) Correlation between thermal amplitude and
radiant energy. This chart also differentiates the two burst
types: low energy and high energy. (c) Correlation between
the radiant energy of eruptions and their corresponding onset
radiant energy.
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events but only 20% of the thermal energy released by
explosions. Measurements further suggest that the magma-
level fluctuation in the conduit is controlled by the total
volume of bubbles in the conduit.
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